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Doug Albright
Actuation Test Equipment Company
3393 Eddie Road
Winnebago, Illinois, 61088
(815) 335-1143
DudleyDevices@Aol.com

March 3, 2008

Tom Murphy
HOT Committee Chairman
DOE BPA

Subject: My Index Test Box is compatible with GBO output data files.

Dear Tom:
The following is a technical letter that explains:
1. How I obtained the test data recorded by the GBO under the FOIA,
2. How the data reduction software in my ITB was used to reduce the GBO data,
3. An attached Excel spreadsheet with graphs to view GBO data files off-line. Features of

the spreadsheet include McNary unit 9 3-D cam data tables, interpolation of Optimum
Cam line for existing head, ASME (+/-) 1.0% limits and McNary 1.0 degree deadband.

4. GBO data files are imported and displayed in Cartesian coordinates on a graph of
Blade vs. Gate plotted over this reference framework.

5. That the data taken by the GBO is consistent with previous Unit 9 data sets,
6. The reduced GBO data shows an inherent instability in the governing capability of the

present 3-D cams
7. This instability is causing a loss of efficiency, which is further exacerbated by the

actions of project personnel by putting excessive deadbands in their control systems to
minimize wear and tear on the Kaplan's mechanical components,

8. That the GBO is not even a close relative of my ITB,
9. That my ITB is still for sale at a nominal price.

Best,

Douglas J. Albright
Actuation Test Equipment
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Dear Tom,
Several documents acquired from BPA under the Freedom of Information Act show a
situation that should be brought to your attention. Minutes from your HOT meeting and
the PowerPoint presentation by HDC personnel from September 12-13, 2006 indicate that
output data graphs that were created by me using my Index Test Box (ITB) have been
presented to HOT as the work-product of HDC’s engineers and an ITB (later renamed Gate
Blade Optimizer (GBO)) of their own design and construction. This claim is false.

Do you remember December 16, 2005 when we met at McNary Dam? You saw my Index
Test Box in operation there undergoing HDC’s “proof of concept” test. You seemed happy
to see a successful field test of an instrument capable of performing automatic, unattended
index testing of a Kaplan turbine. Your Hydro review article credited T1 optimization work
in this instance to “the Corps and Reclamation.” Is that what they told you? If so, you have
been mislead using the old “Bait and Switch” ruse.

Let me re-emphasize that claim; “My Instrument.” The device you saw at McNary, and
saw used again at Ice Harbor was purchased from my Actuation Test Equipment Company
(ATECo) by HDC personnel on USACE contract # W9127N-04-D-0009. HDC only
bought one test instrument - not the design rights to it or the intellectual property rights,
software source code or, most importantly, the ability to make another one for you.

Figs 1 & 2 are the two graphs from HDC’s September 25, 2006 HOT meeting PowerPoint
presentation. These two graphs are actually from field tests of my Index Test Box at
McNary Dam in December 2005 and at Ice Harbor in February 2006. They are comprised
of data collected, collated, analyzed and presented graphically in Cartesian coordinates by
me using my Index Test Box.

The graphs of figs 1 & 2 presented to the HOT committee to tout successful field-testing of
an Index Test Box are preliminary versions of graphs that I prepared and gave to HDC.

Fig 1 McNary test data graph presented to BPA in an
HDC PowerPoint on Sept 12-13, 2006 as GBO output.

Fig 2 Ice Harbor test data graph
presented to BPA in an HDC
PowerPoint on Sept 12-13, 2006 as
GBO output.
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These preliminary graphs were given to HDC informally before the report was done so
they could see and critique the progress of my efforts. Though not exactly the same images
as those in my test reports, the graphs in the Sept 2006 PowerPoint presentation are both
most definitely from my ITB. The formatting of these graphs is unique to my instrument. If
you doubt my allegation, ask HDC to reproduce these graphs on their GBO. I can
reproduce them right now with my ITB.

This excerpt from the September 12-13 2006 HOT meeting minutes introduces these
graphs as the outcome of a “successful proof of concept” test.

Rod says HDC is going another direction. Nobody told me about it, and seemingly they
didn’t tell HOT they were abandoning the successfully “proof of concept” field-tested
instrument they had acquired from me in favor of making their own knock-off of it.
The “contracting difficulties” were mutual. It was made especially difficult because I
wanted to get paid the $750,000 negotiated price for my software source code – and HDC
personnel repeatedly tried to get it away from me for free. Ultimately, they did not.

Figure 3 McNary efficiency graph from ITB field
test on McNary Unit 9 in December 2005.

Figure 4 Ice Harbor efficiency graph from ITB
field test in February 2006.

Figure 5 Excerpt from September 12-13 2006 Hot meeting minutes
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Allow me make an analogy here to show what really happened…

Let's pretend the automatic Index Test Box for Kaplan turbines is a football.

After seeing the nifty new football in play at McNary, BPA wanted to have football games
in the parking lots at all Corps powerhouses so they can sell tickets for profit.

Because I have my name on the Patent of the successfully “proof of concept” tested
football (aka Index Test Box, test dates 1985, 1987, 2005 & 2006), a Copyright on the
source code of the software that was in it at the initiation of my USACE Contract's
performance period, and most importantly - I can make another one for you; it's my
football.

If HDC could make a football, more power to 'em, they can play on without me.

But more importantly, If HDC couldn’t make the football, but misled the HOT to believe
they had made it already, this ruse has resulted in a lot of wasted money and over 2+ years
delay in the implementation of my successfully "proof of concept" tested Index Test Box
technology in FCRPS - which is what HOT thought was being worked on.

This deceptive technique is called “Bait and switch” when it happens to John Q. Public,
and it’s actionable fraud when it happens to an individual or corporation. ATECo’s
working ITB was the bait to get the project setup, and then the GBO was switched into its
place to divert the $3,000,000 left on my contract to others who had no part of the “proof of
concept” ITB that was being tested. The operative question: “Is it fraud when the
Government lies to itself?”

ATECo’s patented, copyrighted “proof of concept tested” Index Test Box works.

For best results - accept no substitutes.

==========================================
Despite regrettable events in the past, my ITB is still for sale. The price for my software
source code was negotiated to $750,000 with the Corps’ George Williams and Dave Ebner
into the original contract.

We are aware of a meeting at HDC shortly after my contract was signed. In this meeting
GMT was taking exception to my inquiries about methods of connecting my Index Test
Box to their GDACS turbine control system. Their objection was on grounds that it
violated GDACS security protocols to connect any software to GDACS for which HDC did
not have the complete source code, so they must have my source code first.

The simplest way to solve this dilemma was for HDC to just buy it. The price was in the
contract, and all parties in that meeting agreed to buy my software outright - except for the
GMT representative. GMT felt they could make their own index testing software with an
“in-house, hired contractor” approach after they saw how mine worked, so why buy it?
Regrettably, immediate delivery and certainty of success were not predominant factors in
this decision-making process.
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Be certain of this - there is no legacy from my Index Test Box to HDC’s Gate Blade
Optimizer.

No such connection ever existed – HDC was “backing up to square-one;” starting the
development of a wholly new device from scratch in September 2006 - building a device
with a disquieting similarity to the instrument HDC acquired from me, I’m sure.

To correct Rod’s statement - the only “codes” the Government owned when we parted
company were the software routines for communication between my ITB computer and
their GDACS network. These were necessary to get their SCADA system data into my
computer so my ITB program could perform the index test data reduction on it.

My turbine index testing software that has been developed over the last 20 years was not
included in that deal. “Batteries not included,” and all of that…

So Tom, if you want the Index Test Box that works, now - it’s still for sale. Allow me
another analogy here, please:

When the War Department bought the 3rd or 4th generation Wright Flyer from the brothers,
they didn’t claim to have invented the airplane themselves - nor did they hire their buddies
to make a knock-off of it - they properly credited the men who provided this wondrous new
invention, bought a few more over the years - and the rest is history.
===========================================
Having said all of that; let me show you some of the features of my ITB, and what it shows
about the GBO data from 10-10-2007 that was received under FOIA last week.

The most useful and powerful feature is the live, graphical presentation of the dynamic and
steady state accuracy of blade positioning for the unit. The Cartesian coordinates display of
Blades vs. Head and Power works like a child’s Etch-a-Sketch. The gate angle is left &
right - and blade angle, flow, power and efficiency are up & down.

Curiously, in 2004 when the first ITB was delivered to HDC, GMT immediately demanded
the removal of the Cartesian coordinates graphic displays.

I protested that these graphical displays are very handy. They show the positioning
accuracy of the turbine control system at a glance, and were the singular feature that made
my instrument cool, but to no avail. Now I know why GMT wanted the visual display
removed – they didn’t want how poorly GDACS 3-D cam performs exposed.
==========================================
A Few Index Testing Concepts
The first step to an index test is to verify the Kaplan turbine gates and blades are moving
freely, and the governor and gate & blade control systems are all working properly.
Transducers should also be checked at this same time for gain, offset and linearity.
A 3-Point calibration of all signals is used to catch gross calibration errors quickly.
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The second step is to check dynamic performance of the gates and blades by testing them
in accordance with ASME & IEEE industry standards, and getting anything that is out of
spec repaired before proceeding.

ASME PTC-29& PTC-18 and IEEE Std-125 & Std-1207 are the American National
Standards for hydroelectric turbines and control systems. All reputable turbine control
system supplier’s equipment meet or exceed these minimum industry standards in order to
qualify to work in this market.

One would expect that anything designed, produced and deployed by HDC certainly would
meet or exceed these American National Standards, but regrettably, they do not.

Issues with GDACS 3-D cams
HDC’s GDACS 3-D cam does not meet these accepted industry performance standards due
to unstable dynamic performance of the blade positioning closed-loop. This problem causes
the units to continually hunt and wander; the excessive blade motions that result cause
premature wear of the trunion bearings that support the blades, requiring expensive and
time-consuming repairs. Deadband was added to quiet these unwanted blade motions; if the
unit moves too much, turn up the deadband, is the rule.

When designing control systems, deadband and deadtime are bad. Reputable, competent
control system suppliers strive to remove these robbers entirely from their products.

The Corps is adding these two efficiency-robbing features to their GDACS 3-D cam
controllers to desensitize them in order to mask inherent instabilities in the blade
positioning closed loops. This to prevent prematurely wearing out the trunion bearings and
lengthy expensive repairs; at the cost of decreased blade-positioning accuracy.

Sub-standard performance of the McNary 3-D cam control systems was brought to the
attention of Corps IG in 2007. The December 2005 proof-of-concept test data and Rod
Wittinger’s memorandum for the record documented an excessive deadband in the blade
positioning system that should be corrected because it is way outside nominal industry
standards.

HDC acknowledged to IG that the 1.0-degree deadband in the McNary machines was
outside the acknowledged industry standards, but then went on to state that the units’
operating performance was adequate for the Corps’ purposes so it’s OK.

The IG excused the sub-standard positioning accuracy of the blades because the
Contracting Officer failed to include and specify the industry standards in the purchasing
documents. GDACS 3-D cams were purchased on a “blanket” purchase order by HDC
from a “captive-supplier,” and the blanket-contract did not specify the industry standards
for hydroelectric turbine control systems, so these standards just don’t apply.

In contrast, the Corps did specify the industry standards in the purchasing contract when
they acquired turbine controls from Woodward Governor for Bonneville Dam in 1980.
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Let me assure you – if the poor performance seen in Unit 9 at McNary in December of
2005 and now in the GBO data were the result of a legitimate contract/purchase order for
this equipment from a reputable supplier (like the contract with Woodward for Bonneville),
the 3-D cams would have been immediately rejected, and if not corrected, ejected.

Corps IG concluded that because the industry standards are voluntary in nature, without
being specified in the purchase order the ANSI/ASME/IEEE industry standards don’t apply
to these turbine control equipment purchases.

Therefore - because there were no violations of the terms of the acquisition documents for
the GDACS 3-D cam equipment, it was all legal and proper, and IG was not going to do
anything about it. Case closed.

This is outrageous. With the Federal lawsuit’s directives to maximize the survivability
of passage through these turbines for downstream migratory juvenile fish,
perpetuating the sub-standard control system by deflecting legitimate complaints is
unconscionable.

Looking over the personnel rosters of the ASME and IEEE committees, there are several
representatives of HDC named therein. Logically, by association these men should
personally strive to meet the standards developed by these groups, and by extension, HDC
should also adhere to these standards in continued support of these organizations.
==========================================

ASME PTC-29 specifies procedures to measure response time and positioning accuracy of
gate and blade control systems for Kaplan turbines.

For best performance from a Kaplan unit, three fundamental limits from IEEE Std-125
must be observed:

1. The time-response specification for hydroelectric governors is 0.2 seconds.
2. Gate positioning deadband limit is 0.1%
3. Blade positioning deadband limit is 1.0%.

Another possibility
The blade signal that is used for the GBO data is the same signal used by the 3-D cam
closed-loop as its active blade-feedback. If this signal is not satisfactory for GBO data
recording, then it certainly is not good enough to be used as the feedback in a closed-loop
control system.

The wandering blade sensor theory is dubious; and how is moving the transducer to another
powerplant going to help unit 9 at McNary? Here is another, more likely explanation of
what is happening: The GBO blade angle signal is correct and proper, and is really telling
us the true & actual blade position. The wandering seen is what the blades are really doing.
This wandering, uncertain behavior is due to the sub-standard GDACS 3-D cam’s blade
controller that is incapable of positioning the blades “inside the lines” in a robust and
accurate manner. Figure 16 shows that the wandering is not just in the blades; the gates,
flow and powers are all wandering, as shown by the strip chart display.
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This substandard control system performance was deemed “close enough for the
Government’s purposes” by HDC, and that was the end of the conversation. This should
not be the final word on the subject – the stakes are too high.

Is there really a 1.0-degee deadband at McNary?
These excerpts from Rod Wittinger’s “memorandum for the record” about the December
2005 “Proof of Concept” test records Rod’s observation of the “excessive” deadband:

Note the phrase “large plus minus 1.0 degrees.”

Note the phrase, “observed 1.0 degree blade control dead band is excessive.”

Also note that the observation, “typically values are less than 0.5 degrees.” This refers to
the added deadband that is on top of the unavoidable slop and hysteresis in any mechanical
system. The 1% deadband in the industry standards is specifically intended to allow for this
natural slop. The added deadband in GDACS 3-D cams is to mask inherent control system
instabilities in the blade positioning closed loop. No other supplier’s blade controlling
equipment has or needs this added deadband.

The data taken on Unit 9 at McNary on 12-15-2005 was reduced to quantify the positioning
error by computing the difference between the GDACS 3-D cam’s Ideal Blade angle and
the true, or measured blade angle.

When attention was drawn to the discrepancy between the Ideal Blade angle computed by
the 3-D cam’s SoftPLC computer and the actual position of the turbine blades, GMT
responded by denying the problem existed and then removing the Ideal Blade values from
all subsequent data sets so this direct comparison could not be made again.

The Ideal Blade angle is necessary to observe the deadband error.

Data from the December 2005 index test on unit 9 showed a close correlation between the
Ideal Blade angle from GDACS 3-D cam and the ITB program’s interpolated Ideal Blade
angle. In the absence of the GDACS 3-D cam Ideal Blade values, the Ideal Blade angle will

Figure 6 Excerpt from pg 2 of Rod Wittinger's December 2005 McNary ITB proof of concept test report.

Figure 7 Excerpt from Rod's report, pg 6.
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be interpolated from the 3-D cam tables by the Excel spreadsheet. The Ideal Blade angle is
needed to show where GDACS 3-D cam says the blades should be - so a comparison with
the True Blade angle can be made and the blade positioning deadband quantified.

For future evaluation of blade positioning accuracy, it would help if GMT restored the
Ideal Blade angle to the GBO data sets. This allows a direct look at the robustness and
accuracy of the closed-loop blade controller by using data actually taken from the unit.

To this end, PTC-29 deadtime and deadband test procedures are programmed into my ITB
software program so compliance with these industry standards for dynamic performance
and positioning accuracy can be quickly and easily verified before proceeding with the
index test’s steady-state measurement procedures in PTC-18.

Evaluation of GBO data files
In a perfunctory validation of the data in the FOIA package, observation of a known
behavior of hydroelectric turbine control systems will help proof the data. An example of a
real, observable phenomenon of a turbine control system is the slop and hysteresis in the
hydromechanical servo positioning system for the blades. Identifying and characterizing
this phenomenon clearly in the GBO data will help to confirm the data’s validity and
usefulness.

Hydromechanical servo hysteresis has been defined and codified by the ASME PTC-29
manual’s deadband tests, and quantified by the IEEE Std-125 and Std-1207 standards at
(+/-) 1%. This notion from control theory is a suitable item to help validate the GBO data.

The graph of figure 12 was drawn to make these comparisons using these elements:

1.) The cam data chart was drawn using subdued colors.
2.) The Ideal Blade optimum cam line was interpolated over the cam data.
3.) ASME/IEEE (+/-) 1.0% limits were computed and drawn over cam data.
4.) McNary (+/-) 1.0-degree deadband was also computed and drawn on the chart.

The ability to read a GBO data file was added to the ITB software to facilitate this analysis.
An Excel spreadsheet was constructed to proof the math in the ITB data reduction by
providing a “correct answer” for the data. The Excel spreadsheet will be used for this
discussion of GDACS 3-D cams to keep it simple and straightforward.

The attached Excel spreadsheet will allow you to observe the performance of the GDACS
3-D cams yourself by providing access to the information contained in the GBO data files
to anyone with a PC and Excel.

This data viewing capability will make it much easier to ascertain the truth. “Trust, but
verify,” the man said. This spreadsheet only uses addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division and Excel’s handy plotting routines to analyze the data - any high-school kid can
understand this stuff.
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If you want to change the math in the Excel spreadsheet to tweak it this way or that –
please, have at it. I’m just putting this on the table to get the conversation onto a scientific
vein and looking at real data - let’s see more of that “transparency in Government.”

The ASME/IEEE standards limit blade-tracking error to within a 1% deadband, or 2% wide
window about an “Ideal Cam” value. Ideal Cam position is interpolated from the cam
surface lookup table in the SoftPLC computer that is in a cabinet next to the unit.

Deadband is defined as the sum of the slop in a hydromechanical mechanism, measured on
both sides of the On-Cam line by moving the gates and blades slowly in both directions.

The 1.0% deadband in the standard is intended to accommodate this unavoidable hysteresis
and slop. Servo hysteresis is inevitable in any mechanical system; the standards are
intended to provide metrics for control system excellence. Anyone intending to sell
equipment into this market must meet these performance standards.

This phenomenon is clearly shown by the data set from 10-10-2007 @ 18h51m44s shown
in figure 8. Best practice would test this at both watered and dewatered conditions.

During this 41-minute period, the GDACS 3-D cam’s stepping motor did not move; the
Woodward hydro-mechanical servo blade controller was working undisturbed by the
GDACS 3-D cam during this entire time. The vertical difference between the blade to gate
trace in the increasing and decreasing directions shows the servo hysteresis, or tracking
error of the Woodward blade-positioning servo while it is following the gates up and down
the linear rise of the “hard-cam” on the GDACS 3-D cam mechanism.

Figure 8 Blade servo amplifier hysteresis loop.
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In engineering jargon, this phenomenon is called a “hysteresis loop.” Note that it would fit
within the (+/-) 1.0% deadband limits specifically provided for this mechanical hysteresis.
Any controls engineer will tell you this is a perfectly reasonable output of the unit’s
hydromechanical blade control system; and the GBO data is quite reasonable in portraying
the data in this regard.

The GBO data seems good and accurate, except that the blade to gate trajectory is not in
alignment with the Ideal Blade line, but is well within the 1.0-degree deadband set for the
units at McNary. An understanding of the mechanism of the GDACS 3-D cam predicts that
the blade to gate trace will continue to track up the same slope, until at some point the
stepping motor will move and shift the blade to gate line down some so that it is within the
1.0 degree limits again, but would still be tracking the same slope. This behavior is clearly
shown by figure 14 where the blade to gate line reaches out to 65% gate. This behavior
very closely matches the blade motion by this unit in December 2005.

Stay Inside the Lines
When we were kids, with that first box of crayons came the simple instruction “Stay inside
the lines.” This same basic rule applies with Kaplan 3-D cam blade controllers and the
industry standards – stay inside the lines.

Note the “industry standards” shown by the lines (+/-) 1% lines immediately above and
below the On-Cam line in Fig 8. Every reputable supplier of Kaplan turbine blade control
equipment meets or exceeds this standard by keeping blade to gate positioning inside these
lines.

The Endangered Species Act and Court orders call for best available science to be used in
this instance – my index test box and the clear presentation of the condition and
performance of the turbine control system are that best available science.

Credibility of the Data
This excerpt from the FOIA cover letter disclaims the data I received:

Figure 9 disclaimer in February 8 FOIA cover letter for GBO data
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This excerpt from December 12, 2007 HOT meeting minutes also discredits the GBO data.

The sentence “ The problem is with the blades having a faulty calibration and oil head and
coding issues and is unique to McNary.” Is troubling.

Is the blade signal from GDACS used as GBO input the same signal used for feedback to
the 3-D cam positioner closed loop? How can this unit be operated with such a faulty
calibration on the blade angle sensor? A close analysis the data does not support this
statement.
======================================
Despite the disclaimers, this uncertified data can still be used to develop an Excel
spreadsheet containing a simple method to evaluate GBO data. When better data becomes
available, this Excel spreadsheet can then be used to make further evaluations of more
recent, more credible GBO data. This spreadsheet’s graphical presentation of GBO data
will help explain how the blade sensor problem is affecting the data, help to figure out how
to get it fixed, and be even more helpful for further evaluations of 3-D cam blade
performance after the blade sensor problem is fixed.

Excel spreadsheets work well. They are quick & easy; almost everyone has and knows how
to use Microsoft Excel. A spreadsheet is easy to dissect and reverse engineer to see how it
works to provide a full understanding of what’s happening with the data.

You can verify for yourself that the GBO data analysis methodology contained in the
spreadsheet is correct and proper, and then modify it to your on liking if It’s not.

The important thing here is to take a good, hard look at the GBO data from the GDACS 3-
D cams and see if they are performing up to the industry standards -and more importantly,
up to your own expectations - and if not, get them fixed so that that they do.

The spreadsheet I’m sending you has the same set of calculations and data reductions that
are used in my ITB, mathematically speaking. This spreadsheet is the proof of the ITB
data reduction math, and provides an easily explained “correct answer” for the ITB analysis
of the GBO data.

Figure 1 Excerpt from 12-12-2007 HOT telling of blade sensor problem.
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How the spreadsheet works
The spreadsheet starts with the 3-D cam data surfaces provided by HDC in August 2004
while I was out there. I borrowed a SoftPLC computer and the latest software install
package for McNary. By going directly to the source - the guy installing the cam data into
the SoftPLCs - I knew I got the real stuff.

For your purposes, the first thing to check-out would be if the cam surface for with-screens
has been updated since December 2005. I doubt it, but before making a final analysis, this
data should be validated.

The December 2005 index test results (though due to equipment problems was not
conclusive) indicated that the proper cam profile was well below the existing cam surface,
we just couldn’t say how much. The error seen in the GBO data shows the blades are now
working on the other side of the On-Cam surface, stacking this error onto the known error
from the 2005 index test.

A FOIA package was received from HDC last week that contained many megabytes of
GBO data. HDC’s GBO data gatherer does a good job of capturing data to characterize the
GDACS 3-D cam control system performance. For this discussion, the analysis is
performed with an Excel spreadsheet to prevent my instrument from becoming an issue
here and getting all beat-up; and as a bonus you get to keep the spreadsheet to view GBO
data in the future, in the comfort of your own PC.

The GBO data gatherer and this spreadsheet will become a “generic microscope” through
which any and all can observe the blade positioning accuracy of the GDACS 3-D cams.

In my opinion, the GBO data I received is all good stuff. I also have data collected on this
same unit in December 2005 that looks very similar. I also have data from McNary Unit 5
from September 2005 for additional comparison if such becomes useful.

====================================
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The spreadsheet works like this:
Open the spreadsheet in Excel so you can click along in the spreadsheet while you read this
description.

The optimum cam line for a single head of 75 feet is shown in Fig 10. As the governor
opens the gates along the X-axis, the blade controller automatically rotates the blades to
follow along the green optimum cam line. For example, when operating at 75 ft head with
the gates opened to 60%, the ideal blade angle is found by following a line straight up from
60% on the X-axis until you hit the 75 ft line, then follow a horizontal line to the left to an
intersect with the Ideal Blade angle scale.

Figure 10 Optimum Cam line for 75 Ft With Screens
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Next add the family of curves from the 3-D cam computer’s look-up table to show eight
optimum cam lines at 5 ft intervals, covering a span of 35 ft from 60 ft to 95 ft.

Figure 11 McNary Unit9 Optimum Cam lines for all heads
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The function of a 3-D cam is to interpolate an Optimum Cam line for the existing head, and
then determine the Ideal Blade angle relative to the measured Gate angle, and then position
the blades at that position.

This example shows an on-cam line for and existing head 73.24 feet.

Figure 12 McNary Unit 9 all heads with-screens data plus limits and deadband.

Fig 12 adds the interpolated “On-Cam” head-line for 73.24 ft as the heavy green line up the
middle to the reference cam data and limits framework. Immediately above and below the
green On-Cam line are the red ASME (+/-) 1.0% limits. Farther out, above and below are
two more red 1.0-degree lines showing these arbitrary deadbands programmed into the
GDACS 3-D Cams at McNary.

These are provided both for visual reference of how far away from the Ideal Blade position
the limits and actual blade position are, and to help understanding of how the GDACS 3-D
cam performs relative to this arbitrary prohibitive boundary.
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Then let’s add some real data:

Figure 13 Plot data file 02h31m47s on the framework provided

Figure 13 uses the spreadsheet framework previously defined to showcase one GBO data
set. This provides a quick, easy assessment of the 3-D cam performance. X and Y axis
scales have been adjusted to get the best possible view of the data.

The greatest power of the ITB is it’s easy viewing of the output blade angle relative to head
and gate. To provide a frame of reference for this evaluation, 3-D Cam surface data is
displayed, along with an interpolated On-Cam line for the existing head. A different
“reference head” value can be used to normalize efficiency data using the affinity
relationships.

Viewing data from 12 of the 41-minute data sets from 10-10-2007 plotted on the same
graph in Figure 14 shows the full spectrum of blade/gate motion on the unit over that time
interval, and the pressing need for correcting the Kaplan turbine 3-D cam problems.
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This group of 12 data sets was all plotted on the same graph, above. This graph shows the
full range covered by the gates and blades over an 8.2-hour period. The ANSI/ASME/IEEE
standards and McNary’s 1.0-degree deadband are both drawn for reference.

Conclusion:
 Based on the data obtained, the GDACS 3-D cam performance is suspect,

which may decrease fish survivability as well as decrease power generation.

 The ATECo ITB is fully compatible with GBO output data files from McNary
or any other Corps plant with GBO installed.

 In this world of “Trust, but verify,” the ITB will become an invaluable tool to
the powerplant and district personnel for evaluating 3-D cam performance.

Douglas J. Albright
Actuation Test Equipment Company

Figure 14 First 12 data sets, blue is blade/gate, red is power/gate.

Figure 15 First 12 data sets list

Stepping motor comes on
And moves gate-to-blade
line down.

ANSI/ASME/IEEE
(+/-) 1.0% limits

McNary (+/-) 1.0 Degree deadband
1.0 degree = 6.5%

Optimum Cam line
For 74ft gross head.
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Figure 16 ITB Strip chart presentation of GOB data


